L I N E  V O L T A G E

P E N D A N T S / S U S P E N S I O N

Coda Pendant
DESCRIPTION
Slender silhouettes of the contemporary Coda LED pendant
light from Tech Lighting are carefully molded using beautiful
transparent clear or smoke colored glass, then while the glass
is still vulnerable, the lower half of each shade undergoes a
delicate treatment to create the intricate crackle effect that gives
the fixture its signature look. As a blanket of illumination pours
downward from the powerful, yet wellharnessed optic
controlled LED source, each tiny fissure catches and refracts
the light to catch the eye. The taskoriented light distribution
make this pendant light perfect for a variety of applications
including kitchen island lighting, while its two elongated sizes
lend themselves well to being used together to create a custom
chandelier for dining room lighting, foyer lighting or entry
lighting. Includes 11 watt, 936 delivered lumen, 3000K LED
module. Dimmable with most LED compatible ELV and TRIAC
dimmers. Fixture provided with twelve feet of fieldcuttable satin
cable.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagon electrical box.
WEIGHT
34lb / 1.361.81kg ±
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